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DOWNLOAD ß The Contentious Countess Ì The Perplexing ProposalIt Was A Mystery To
Melanie Grenville Why The Wealthy, Handsome Earl Of Denby, Who Could Have Wed Any
Belle Of The Ton, Asked Her And Not Her Dazzling Sister To Be His Wife Her Ignorance
Was Bliss, For Had She Known, She Would Have Been Both Shocked And ShamedAll Too
Soon, However, She Did Know All Too Well That Denby Had Kept His Mistress, The
Deliciously Desirable Mrs Alice Whitehead His Union With Melanie Clearly Was One Of
Convenience Only Except For One Very Inconvenient Detail Melanie Had Fallen In Love
With Him

I like

Regency romances so I picked this book up the other day at the library Truthfully, I had no
other reason than that It turned out to be a most fortuitous happenstance As Regency
romances go, this one was enjoyable The writer also managed to catch some the social
and societal norms of the time, which certainly added to the book s appeal.I would have to
say that the author s plotting was fine The use of clich s and devices was evident, but not
so much so that the book was unenjoyable Unfortunately, Melanie s kidnapping at the end
was unnecessary, felt tacked on and was an unmistakable ploy to bring the book to a swift
close Additionally, I felt there were some loose ends that never really did get tied up.As far
as character development goes, I would have liked to have seen the supporting characters
better developed The main characters were written well enough, but the lack of
development for the supporting characters really did detract from the book I have far too
many questions about the supporting characters and why some acted as they did.The
author s writing ability was fine I wasn t exactly impressed with her inability to craft a
particularly striking sentence consistently, but one does not read romance to be awed by
the writer s intimate knowledge of the finer points of grammar and stellar vocabulary
Thankfully, though, I was not left feeling as if I were reading a grade school primer
either.This book will make a great weekend book It is certainly enjoyable and thankfully
lacks the detailed sex scenes found in so many other romances. ok its a slow steady build
of a relationship between newly weds who didn t really know each other beforehand the earl
is too used to being a bachelor, but thankfully quickly learns he is no longer single The
countess is too used to being reticent with muchoutgoing mother, sister and brother but
learns to express her needs i do like that she bids her time innocently derailing the earl s
existence, doesn t flare up, but also doesn t back down from what she wants. 3.75
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